In 2007 a prominent British alternative-rock band, Radiohead, pre-released its album In Rainbows online, and asked their fans to "pick-their-own-price" (PYOP) for the digital download. The o¤er was available during an 8-week window, soon after which the digital and CD albums were commercialized at pre-set prices. In this paper, we use weekly music sales data in the US between 2004 and 2012 to examine the e¤ect of Radiohead's innovative strategy on the subsequent sales of the band's albums. We …nd that Radiohead's PYOP o¤er had no signi…cant impact on CD album sales. Interestingly, it yielded a higher percentage change in the digital album sales compared what would have been obtained with a conventional release.
Introduction
Ten days after completing their new studio album, In Rainbows, the prominent British band Radiohead released the digital version of the album from their web site on October 10, 2007, and asked their fans to name their own price for it. 2 The "pick your own price" (PYOP) o¤er of In Rainbows was available during an 8-week time window, after which the digital and physical albums were commercialized at pre-set prices. Radiohead's strategy received considerable media coverage, and within six months it became a topic for a Harvard Business School Case Study. 3 The strategy also inspired other artists as well as information good providers. 4 The PYOP o¤er of In Rainbows has provided listeners with an alternative (temporary) channel to download the album (almost) for free, and therefore, is likely to have cannibalized the subsequent commercial sales of In Rainbows. At the same time, with this innovative release strategy, Radiohead has presumably received a much larger media attention than what they would have received with a conventional release, which might have increased the commercial sales of In Rainbows as well as of Radiohead's earlier albums. In this paper, we aim to determine the net e¤ect of the PYOP o¤er on subsequent sales of Radiohead albums, that is, whether this innovative pricing strategy have passed the …nal acid test described by Bryce Edge.
We adopt the empirical framework provided by Hendricks and Sorensen (2009) , and study digital and CD album sales separately using weekly music sales of Radiohead and a control group of artists between 2004 and 2012 in the US. Our counterfactual is Radiohead's album sales following the release of In Rainbows in October 2007, in the absence of the PYOP o¤er. To establish our counterfactual, we select a control group, which consists of artists that are similar to Radiohead (in terms of genre) and that have released at least one album that is similar to In Rainbows (in terms 1 "In Radiohead Price Plan, Some See a Movement," New York Times, October 11, 2007. 2 Fans were also given the option to pre-order a "deluxe box set" at a preset price. 3 See Elberse and Bergman (2008) . See also Morrow (2009) for a detailed account of the release strategy of In Rainbows. 4 Sir Cli¤ Richard (for Love, The Album) and PASTE magazine (for a year's subscription) are two examples. See Fernandez and Nahata (2009) for PYOP examples in the context of non-information goods. of quality) during our observation period. Our identi…cation assumption is that in the absence of the PYOP o¤er, the (conventional) release of In Rainbows would have led to a similar percentage change in Radiohead's album sales as the average percentage change led by new album releases in our control group. This assumption, which is central to our …ndings, is likely to hold given our selection of the control group artists.
Our …ndings on the net e¤ect of the PYOP o¤er di¤er for digital and CD albums. We …nd that the PYOP o¤er has led to a higher percentage increase in Radiohead's digital album sales than what would have been obtained with a conventional release. However, there does not seem to have been any signi…cant impact on the band's CD album sales. The positive net e¤ect of the PYOP o¤er on the digital album sales suggests that the extensive media coverage of the o¤er increased the band's subsequent commercial sales to the extent that the cannibalization e¤ect was overcome. The vast attention received by Radiohead's o¤er, which we report from both online (Google Trends) and o-ine (Factiva) sources, seems to have helped with the so-called information congestion problem.
Remarkably, the media coverage of this "digital o¤er" must have stimulated the digital album sales more than it did for the CD album sales. This is because the cannibalization e¤ect (if any) is expected to be larger on the digital album sales than on the CD album sales, as PYOP was only extended for the digital album, which is (almost) a perfect substitute to the subsequently commercialized digital album.
Overall, our …ndings suggest that the innovative PYOP o¤er has generated higher sales revenues for the band-even if one assumes that no revenues were obtained directly from the PYOP channel.
While our study of In Rainbows' release shows that it is possible to "make money" by giving music for (almost) free, this does not readily apply to similar pre-release strategies used by other artists. By conducting a similar analysis for The Slip, an album released by Nine Inch Nails (NIN) in May 2008, 5 we show that free provision of music can hurt album sales. In particular, we …nd the free download o¤er of The Slip had a negative impact on the commercial sales of the digital album. While In Rainbows'(almost) free o¤er has generated free and e¤ective advertisement for the album, The Slip's free o¤er did not receive nearly as much media attention, possibly because it was not perceived as innovative as the former. Furthermore, the permanent feature of the free download o¤er might have aggravated the cannibalization e¤ect, in particular on the digital album sales. All in all, any positive e¤ect generated by media attention seems to have been dominated by the cannibalization of the digital album sales. Similar to Radiohead's PYOP o¤er, we do not …nd any signi…cant e¤ect on the CD album sales, which may suggest that CD and digital consumers constitute relatively distinct markets, and that CD consumers are less responsive to such digital o¤ers.
Our paper is tangential to the literature on PYOP, as we are not studying consumers'behavior in picking a price (or the revenues directly generated with the PYOP o¤er), 6 but the e¤ect of the PYOP o¤er on the sales obtained through other legitimate channels. 7 Our paper is more closely related to the literature that studies the interaction between di¤erent channels through which a particular information good can be consumed, as with its PYOP o¤er for In Rainbows, Radiohead has e¤ectively created an alternative (and temporary) channel of sales for its album.
A relatively large set of studies has studied the e¤ect of piracy on the sales through legitimate channels. 8 Focusing on the music industry, Waldfogel (2010a) looked at this relationship the other way around, and examined the e¤ect of the introduction of legitimate and widely used digital channels (like iTunes) on unpaid consumption of music, as well as on the rate of displacement of paid by unpaid consumption. In a recent study on the music industry, Hammond (2013) analyzed data at the individual artist level, and found a negligible e¤ect of pre-release …le sharing (with the BitTorrent protocol) on music sales. Hammond argues that even though illegal …le sharing may be harmful for the music industry as a whole, increased …le sharing of an artist's music may allow that artist to gain a larger share of the industry revenues, and that such bene…ts are more likely to accrue to the established and popular artists.
The paper is organized as follows. We begin with a brief description of the pre-release strategy for In Rainbows and discuss the possible e¤ects it may have generated on Radiohead's album sales.
In Section 3 we present our empirical framework and …ndings, followed by our analysis for The Slip in Section 4. Finally, we conclude. 6 For a study with a focus on consumers' payment behavior facing PYOP o¤ers, see Regner and Barria (2009) , who analyze the payment behavior for the online music label Magnatune, where consumers were allowed to pay the price they picked, within a given range ($5-$18). See Gneezy et al. (2010) and (2012) , for …eld experiments on PYOP strategies that analyze various behavioral concerns such as identity, self-image, and social responsibility. 7 The e¤ect of the PYOP o¤er on piracy of the digital album is another interesting research question, but is out of the scope of this paper. See Page and Garland (2008) for a study on piracy of In Rainbows during the PYOP o¤er.
8 For a comprehensive survey on digital piracy, see Belle ‡amme and Peitz (2012) . For a recent study on movie industry, see Ma et al. (2013) who analyze the data on all movies released within a three-year period (2006) (2007) (2008) (2009) in the US, and show that pre-release movie piracy reduces the box o¢ ce sales by 8% (compared to the counterfactual, where piracy happens on the …rst day of the legal release).
Having ful…lled its 6-album contract with EMI, Radiohead released the digital version of their new studio album, In Rainbows, from their web site on October 10, 2007. The price box was blank, and it was up to fans to decide how much to pay for the digital version of the album. The band had set an upper limit of £ 99.99, but no lower limit. It was possible to download the album by setting the price equal to zero and paying a small service charge of £ 0.45. 9 The band announced the closing date on December 5 from its web site, and the o¤er ended on December 10, 2007. Digital and physical (CD) albums of In Rainbows were then commercialized at preset prices, in late December and in early January 2008, respectively. 
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Data: weekly CD and digital album sales of Radiohead and the control group artists in the US In the remainder of this paper, we refer to (unobserved) purchases of In Rainbows through the 8-week window for PYOP o¤er as "PYOP downloads," in order to distinguish them from the (observed) purchases of the album (in digital or CD forms) obtained after its commercial release.
Potential e¤ects of the PYOP o¤er on subsequent sales of Radiohead albums
Our aim in this paper to …nd out the e¤ect of the 8-week PYOP o¤er of In Rainbows on subsequent sales of Radiohead albums. We begin by laying out two possible major e¤ects that were generated by the PYOP o¤er on the subsequent album sales: (1) a cannibalization e¤ect, and (2) a buzz e¤ect. 10 We present these e¤ects as percentage changes they lead in the album sales.
Cannibalization e¤ect
The PYOP operation has served as a temporary channel through which the digital album of In Rainbows could be downloaded. In the context of information goods, several papers have studied how the introduction of a new sales channel (e.g., digital) can a¤ect the sales or consumption through existing channels (e.g., physical). 11 The PYOP o¤er might have cannibalized the subsequent sales of In Rainbows, if there exists some PYOP downloaders, who would have purchased the album through conventional channels (digital or physical) in the absence of the o¤er.
De…nition 1 Let k i denote the percentage decrease in In Rainbows'sales with i = D; CD, for digital and CD albums, respectively, due to the cannibalization e¤ ect generated by the PYOP downloads of In Rainbows.
Note that the PYOP download of In Rainbows is a very close-if not perfect-substitute to the digital In Rainbows album that is sold through conventional digital distribution channels, such as iTunes, Amazon, etc. Given that the degree of substitution between the PYOP download and the CD album is lower, we expect the cannibalization e¤ect on CD album sales not to be greater than the one on the digital album sales. Formally, we assume that
1 0 We borrow the term buzz e¤ect from one of the anonymous referees. 1 1 See, for example, Biyalogorsky and Naik (2003) , who show that the introduction of online storefronts for music did not signi…cantly cannibalize physical record sales. Similarly, Danaher et al. (2010) show that the presence of the iTunes distribution channel has generated no statistically signi…cant impact on DVD sales, but helped reducing piracy. Gentzkow (2007) shows that online and o-ine newspapers are substitutes, and that online readership crowdouts print readership. See also Waldfogel (2007) , who shows that Youtube viewing has only a small negative impact on television viewing.
Buzz e¤ect
Radiohead's PYOP o¤er was perceived as very innovative, which might have helped resolve the so-called information congestion problem, which is widely-cited in the advertising literature. In the information age, consumers are overwhelmed by high volumes of advertising from di¤erent sources, and consumers' limited attention span may lead to information congestion. 12 The PYOP release of In Rainbows instantly generated a buzz and considerable media attention, 13 which may have increased Radiohead's album sales.
De…nition 2 Let b i 0 denote the percentage increase in Radiohead's album sales with i = D; CD, digital and CD, respectively, due to the buzz e¤ ect.
Di¤erent than the cannibalization e¤ect, which can only a¤ect the sales of In Rainbows, the buzz e¤ect might have also a¤ected the sales of Radiohead's earlier albums. As Hendricks and Sorensen (2009) show, the introduction of a new album can increase the sales of the band's prior albums due to backward spillovers. 14 The buzz around Radiohead's PYOP o¤er might have ampli…ed any such spillovers.
Finally, the PYOP o¤er has enabled listeners to sample Radiohead's music almost for free. 15 This sampling e¤ect might have led to an increase in In Rainbows'CD album sales, 16 as well as in Radiohead's past album sales. Although we do not consider this sampling e¤ect explicitly, one can interpret b i as inclusive of this e¤ect.
Net PYOP e¤ect
Depending on the magnitude of the two opposing e¤ects, the net e¤ect of PYOP on album sales can be positive or negative (or nil).
1 2 See for example, Anderson and de Palma (2013) who argue that to overcome information congestion, and increase the likelihood reach consumers, advertisers need to "shout to be heard," that is, send ads in larger quantities. See also Cabral and Natividad (2014) who show that in the movie industry, being number one in the box o¢ ce in the opening weekend leads to higher subsequent demand for the movie due to increased consumer awareness. 1 4 Such backward spillovers usually result from consumers discovering the artist upon hearing the new release. Since Radiohead is a well-established band, with six studio albums prior to In Rainbows, such spillovers-if any-may not be very large.
1 5 In addition to the small monetary cost (a 45 p fee), the PYOP dowload involved a non-monetary cost of providing personal information, including a valid credit card details.
1 6 Since the PYOP download and the digital album sold at a pre-set price are (almost) perfect substitutes, there should be no sampling e¤ect on the digital album sales of In Rainbows.
De…nition 3 Let i = (b i k i ), with i = D; CD, denote the net PYOP e¤ ect for digital and CD albums, that is, the net percentage change in album sales that can be attributed to the PYOP o¤ er.
We have a positive net PYOP e¤ect only if the buzz e¤ect is larger than the cannibalization e¤ect,
The comparison of the net PYOP e¤ects on digital and CD albums depends on the relative values of the buzz and cannibalization e¤ects. We have
Empirical analysis
We …rst layout our empirical strategy, followed by the description of the data and the selection of the control group.
The empirical strategy
Our counterfactual is the change in Radiohead album sales following the release of In Rainbows on
October 10, 2007, without the PYOP o¤er. 17 To establish our counterfactual, we select a control group of artists that are "similar" to Radiohead in terms of genre of music and that have released at least one album "similar" to In Rainbows in terms of quality. Using the Hendricks and Sorensen (2009) framework, we then estimate the impact of a commercial release of an album on the artists' total album sales (in terms of percentage changes) for this control group, separately for digital and CD albums. We assume that this establishes a valid counterfactual for the impact of In Rainbows'
(no PYOP) release on Radiohead's album sales, so that any di¤erence in the percentage change in
Radiohead album sales (with the PYOP o¤er) can be attributed to , i.e., the net PYOP e¤ect.
This would not be true, if, for example, In Rainbows is exceptional among the albums released by the control group in terms of quality. Following our estimation results, we revisit this possibility.
The data
Our data is obtained from Nielsen SoundScan, which is a market research …rm that tracks music sales data from cash registers for a panel of 14,000 retail stores, both o-ine and online. Digital stores, a total of 51, include all major digital platforms such as iTunes, Amazon, Google, E-music, Rhapsody, etc. The album sales are reported separately for 106 designated market areas (DMAs), which correspond to major metropolitan areas, such as Boston, New York, Los Angeles and Chicago.
Our dataset contains weekly sales of music albums both in the digital and physical (CD) forms in the United States from 13 June 2004 to 01 April 2012.
The control group
We have selected a control group of artists that are similar to Radiohead and that have released at least one album similar to In Rainbows'in terms of quality during our observation period. Below, we explain our selection of the artists.
We …rst selected artists, whose listener base is the closest to that of Radiohead. Using the data provided by Last.fm, we started with the …rst 50 artists 18 that were ranked according to their similarity to Radiohead. 19 We then excluded the following: (i) Thom Yorke and Jonny Greenwood, who are Radiohead members, and artists who in our observation period (ii) did no longer exist, (iii) did not release a new album, and (iv) had less than 1 million listeners (roughly less than 28% of the number of Radiohead listeners) listed by Last.fm. This selection led to 22 artists similar to Radiohead.
Given that we would like our control group to establish a valid counterfactual, we re…ned the list of artists to include only the subset of the control group artists that have released at least one album during our observation period that is similar to In Rainbows in terms of "quality." To select those similar quality albums, we used a similar approach to the one adopted by Waldfogel (2012) and relied on critic-based data. Since our period of interest is rather recent, we used an 1 8 See: http://www.last.fm/music/Radiohead/+similar. These 50 artists were listed in descending order of similarity: super similarity, very high similarity, high similarity, medium similarity, and lower similarity. Note that the list changes (slightly) over time. We selected the list on January 2012. . We also considered whether the album has received or was nominated for a Grammy Award (Album of the Year, Best Alternative Album, or Best Rock Album), and also took into account the consumer ratings provided by Amazon.com and iTunes. Our criteria for quality, which are detailed in Appendix B, are met by 12 of the 22.
The control group artists are as follows (listed from the higher similarity ranking to lower):
Sigur Ros, Muse, Arcade Fire, Beck, Interpol, Björk, Coldplay, The National, Arctic Monkeys, Franz Ferdinand, and Sonic Youth. 21 During our observation period, a total of 33 albums were released by the control group artists. Table 1 lists the CD and digital unit album sales of Radiohead and the control group artists. 
The regression model
We test whether In Rainbows'release with PYOP has generated a di¤erent e¤ect on Radiohead's album sales than the average e¤ect for a new album release in the control group. Our approach is based on the model provided by Hendricks and Sorensen (2009) . Similar to Hendricks and Sorensen, we consider a 39-week "treatment window" that includes 13 weeks before and 25 weeks after the release of the new album.
For each period of the treatment windows, we estimate the average treatment e¤ect of a new release on an artist's total album sales, for the artists in the control group on the one hand (including Radiohead's King of Limbs), and for Radiohead's In Rainbows, on the other hand. We then compare the treatment e¤ect for In Rainbows to the average treatment e¤ect in this control group.
The regression model is as follows:
2 0 BestEverAlbums.com uses 14,000 di¤erent greatest album charts to provide overall rankings for the best 1000 albums in history. We only mention those that are in Top 500.
2 1 See Appendix C for more information on the control group.
where the subscripts i, j and t denote artists, regions (DMA) and weeks, respectively.
Model (1) estimates the impact of a new album release on the percentage rate of change (from week to week) in total album sales by a given artist. The dependent variable ln Sales ijt is the …rst di¤erence of the logarithm of total album sales (either in the form of physical CDs or digital albums) by artist i, in region (DMA) j, at time (week) t. 22 We include a number of di¤erent …xed e¤ects in order to control for potential omitted variable bias: i represents an artist …xed e¤ect, j a regional (Designated Market Area) …xed e¤ect, t and t are the monthly and yearly time …xed e¤ects. We have two sets of indicator variables, P r t and C s it . The variable of our interest, P r t , is a set of indicators equal to one if the release of In Rainbows was r weeks away from period t. Similarly, C s it is a set of indicators equal to one if the release of artist i's new album (not including In Rainbows) was s weeks away from period t.
The two sets of estimated coe¢ cients in Equation (1), s and r , measure how an artist's total album sales have changed around the time when the artist has released a new album. The coe¢ cient r represents the impact of the pre-release of In Rainbows with the PYOP strategy on Radiohead's total album sales in week r of the treatment window. The coe¢ cient s represents the impact of the conventional release of a new album in the control group on the artist's total album sales in week s of the treatment window.
Then, to test whether In Rainbows'release with PYOP has a statistically signi…cant di¤erent impact compared to the average impact in the control group, we modify our regression model as follows:
where T s it is a set of indicator variables equal to one if the release of a new album (now, including In Rainbows) was s weeks away from period t. 23 The coe¢ cients e r 's in Equation (2) measure the impact of the pre-release of In Rainbows with PYOP that adds on top of (or subtracts from) the general increase in album sales at week r in response to a new album release. In other words, if the coe¢ cients e r 's are statistically signi…cant and positive, then the e¤ect generated by In Rainbows' PYOP release must be greater than the average e¤ect of a new album release by a comparable artist.
Our estimation of Equations (1) and (2) builds upon two crucial assumptions. First, the control group we have selected is a valid counterfactual of the treatment group. Second, similar to Hendricks and Sorensen (2009), we assume that in any given period, our treatment indicators (C s it , P s t , and T s it ) are not correlated with the idiosyncratic sales shocks in that period, so that Equations (1) and (2) yield unbiased and consistent estimates.
Estimation results
Due to the large number of estimated coe¢ cients, we present our results graphically. Figures 2 and 3 plot the estimated coe¢ cients (i.e., the r 's and s 's) from Equation (1), along with 95 percent con…dence intervals for digital and physical sales, respectively.
The …gures show that when an artist releases a new album, the total sales of the artist's albums rise. In the case of conventional album releases, the estimated coe¢ cient at the "peak" is about 2 for digital album sales, as can be seen from Figure 2 (a). This is translated as an increase in the digital album sales, which are about 7.4 times higher in the week of the release compared to the previous week. As shown in Figure 3 Since our …ndings suggest that CD 0, it is either the case that the buzz e¤ect has almost o¤set the cannibalization e¤ect, or both of these e¤ects on CD sales were of low magnitude. Furthermore, since we …nd that D > 0, and since we have k D k CD b CD , then it must also be the case that
To summarize, the PYOP o¤er seems to have generated a larger buzz e¤ect on the digital album sales, which also led to a positive net e¤ect. With the PYOP o¤er, the percentage increase in Radiohead's digital album sales were signi…cantly larger than what we would expect in the absence of the o¤er. The PYOP o¤er does not seem to have any signi…cant e¤ect on Radiohead's CD album sales. 26 Finally, we also veri…ed that the increase in Radiohead's album sales upon the release of In Rainbows was mainly driven by the sales of In Rainbows. 27 Given that PYOP o¤er did not generate a cannibalization e¤ect on Radiohead's earlier albums, the buzz e¤ect (or any sampling e¤ect) on the earlier albums must also have been insigni…cant. Interestingly, by o¤ering In Rainbows for (almost) free during an 8-week window, Radiohead seems to have increased (in net terms) the commercial sales of the very same digital album.
These …ndings hinges on our assumption that In Rainbows, although perceived as a very good quality album by music critics, was not "exceptional" among the albums in our control group.
Otherwise, the signi…cant di¤erence in the percentage increase in Radiohead albums sales and that of the control group could be attributed (at least partly) to the exceptional quality of In Rainbows.
Since our control group artists consists only of those that have released at least one album that is in similar quality of In Rainbows during our observation period, it is unlikely that this signi…cant di¤erence in the impacts can be entirely attributed to In Rainbows'quality. Having said that, the quality of a music album can be highly subjective, and the proxy we have used to select the control group might not have overcome this potential problem. In this case, we would be overestimating the (positive) net e¤ect of PYOP on digital album sales, and underestimating the (negative) net e¤ect on CD album sales.
2 6 We also performed a di¤erence-in-di¤erences (DID) estimation and obtained similar qualitative results than with our main analysis: the PYOP release strategy had a positive impact on Radiohead's digital album sales; but it hardly had any e¤ect on the band's CD sales. See Appendix E for details.
2 7 See Figure A3 in Appendix D.
Robustness analysis
Our identi…cation assumption is that In Rainbows is of similar quality to the albums in the control group. With our econometric model, we then analyzed sales at the artist level, and therefore we could not control for the quality of each individual album. If In Rainbows'quality is exceptional relative to the albums in our control group, and if the exceptional quality e¤ect on sales are the same for digital and CD albums, then our analysis would suggest that D > CD , and also b D > b CD (given that k D k CD ), but we would have overestimated the net PYOP e¤ects, which could also be negative.
The comparison of various ratings of In Rainbow and the albums released by the control group artists does not alleviate this concern. As can be seen from Figure A4 in Appendix F, which summarizes available user and critic scores, In Rainbows consistently appears at the higher end of the (control group albums') distribution. 28 In order to make sure that what we capture as the net PYOP e¤ect on the digital album sales is not mainly due to In Rainbows'exceptional quality, we run a cross-sectional regression at the album level, where we account for albums'possible quality di¤erences.
Our empirical strategy is the following. We wish to explain the total sales of an album in a 3-month period after the album's release with the period of time when the album was released, quality controls and a dummy variable for In Rainbows. To con…rm our result that the PYOP operation had a positive net e¤ect on In Rainbows'digital sales, we expect the coe¢ cient of this dummy variable to be positive and signi…cant.
Our cross-sectional model is as follows,
The dependent variable, log(Sales12W eeks) id , is the logarithm of the total digital sales of album i in DMA d in a 12-week window after release. The variable of interest is the dummy IR i , which equals 1 if album i is In Rainbows, and 0 otherwise. We use di¤erent variables to control for the quality of music albums. 29 We use the logarithm of the total album digital sales made by the artist in DMA d before the release of album i (log(P revSales id ) 30 as a measure of the artist's popularity in DMA d at the date of release of album i. We use the Metacritic score of album i as a measure of the critical response to the album. 31 As the perceived quality of local artists might di¤er from that of foreign artists, we add a dummy that indicates whether the artist is from the US, or not. 32 We also add as a control the year where the artist started, Y earF ounded i , as newer artists might be more popular than older artists. 33 Finally, we introduce artist …xed e¤ects, i , to account for an average quality of the artist's production. On top of these quality controls, we also add a control variable for the time period when album i was released, T ime i , which is equal to the number of weeks that passed between the start of our observation period (April, 2004 ) and the week where album i was released. 34 We estimate this cross-sectional model with ordinary least squares (OLS). We use digital album sales data for Radiohead and the 12 bands or solo artists in our control group, which gives us 35 di¤erent albums sold in each of the 102 di¤erent DMAs. We therefore have 35 102 = 3570 di¤erent observations. Note that our control variable for the popularity of the artist (i.e., log(P revSales id )) is measured at the DMA level, which makes it reasonable to estimate the model at the disaggregated DMA level. Since we observe the presence of heteroscedasticity, we estimate the model with standard robust errors. 35 The estimation results are reported in the table below. The …rst column gives the estimation results without artist …xed e¤ects, and the second column those with artist …xed e¤ects. The model …t is good, with an R 2 of 0.69 and 0.79 for columns (1) and (2), respectively. Our control variables are almost all statistically signi…cant, with the expected sign. We …nd an elasticity of 0.7 to 0.8 of sales to total previous sales, showing that the digital sales of a new released album are highly correlated with the ex-ante popularity of the artist. The sales are also positively correlated with the critical response. A 10-point increase in the Metacritic score is associated with a 6% to 10% albums released previously was highly correlated with the year when the band was founded (correlation of 0:89), and including it would lead to collinearity. Similarly, the number of concerts variable did not improve the model …t, and we decided not to include it. 3 0 That is, the total album digital sales of the artist between 1992 (or the year the artist was founded) and the date of release of album i.
3 1 We also collected alternative album scores on Rolling Stone, Pitchfork, and NME. We estimated our model with these alternative scores, but obtained a better …t (in terms of adjusted R 2 ) with the Metacritic score. 3 2 The nationality of each artist was obtained from Wikipedia. 3 3 We collected this information from the Wikipedia page of the artists. For solo artists, we consider that their career starts when they release their …rst solo album. Björk released a …rst solo album when she was very young. We consider that her solo artist started with her …rst internationally distributed album, Debut.
3 4 Using year and month dummies instead of the time trend does not modify our results. 3 5 We also estimated the model with cluster (robust) standard errors by artist and obtained a similar result for the variable of interest. sales increase. US artists in our sample sell less than non-US artists, and younger bands or solo artists sell more.
Our variable of interest is the dummy variable IR for In Rainbows. We …nd that, after controlling for the popularity of the artist (total previous sales), the time period when the album was released, the critical response, etc., In Rainbows sold signi…cantly more digital albums than on average. Robust standard errors; t statistics in parenthesis.
All the displayed coe¢ cients are statistically signi…cant at the 1% level.
To sum up, this cross-sectional analysis con…rms our main result, showing a positive and significant net PYOP e¤ect for In Rainbows digital sales, after controlling for album quality di¤erences. Since the PYOP o¤er has not been adopted by other similar artists, it is impossible to test whether it works for all. However, Nine Inch Nails used a similar strategy to that of Radiohead and o¤ered its digital album for free. Although the release strategy used by Nine Inch Nails in 2008 is di¤erent than PYOP, the band gave the option to pay nothing to download the band's new album, The Slip. 37 We conduct a similar empirical analysis for Nine Inch Nails'album release and test whether the sales e¤ects were any di¤erent than the conventional releases of the control group artists we de…ne for Nine Inch Nails.
Where is Nine Inch Nails?
After their split with their record label, Interscope Records (part of Universal Music) in 2007, Nine
Inch Nails (NIN) released their new album, The Slip, with a similar strategy as Radiohead. The digital album was made available (with di¤erent DRM-free versions such as high quality MP3, lossless audio …les) on May 5, 2008. In contrast to In Rainbows, the fans were not asked to name their own price-they could download the album for free simply by providing a valid e-mail address.
NIN did not issue a statement on whether the o¤er was open-ended or not, and the album was then released through conventional channels in July 2008. Di¤erent from Radiohead's strategy for
In Rainbows, the o¤er to download the album free did not end with its conventional release. As of January 2015, the digital album was still available for free download from the band's web site (http://theslip.nin.com/), and it was also sold at iTunes at $9.90.
To select the control group for NIN, we use the same criteria as the one we used for Radiohead.
In order take into account the di¤erence in popularity between Radiohead and NIN, we included into NIN's control group all bands that had at least 28% of NIN's number of listeners on Last.fm, which corresponds to the same threshold ratio as for Radiohead's control group. Table A6 in Appendix G provides more information on the control group, which consists of: Marilyn Manson, A Perfect Circle, Tool, Queens of the Stone Age, Deftones, Korn, The Smashing Pumpkins, Massive Attack, Rob Zombie, and The Prodigy. Table 3 shows the sales of NIN and the control group decomposed according to the sales channel. "free," Radiohead increased its digital album sales (mainly driven by the sales of In Rainbows through digital distribution channels), whereas NIN's digital album sales were hurt by its provision of (digital) The Slip for free. Both Google Trends and Factiva searches with "Nine-Inch-Nails" (see Appendix G, Figures A5 and A6) show that the free release of The Slip did not generate a signi…cant media attention compared to other events, including other album releases. This may explain why there was no market expansion e¤ect (or it was su¢ ciently small and dominated by the cannibalization e¤ect). Furthermore, a larger cannibalization e¤ect for the The Slip may have taken place than that for In Rainbows (through digital distribution channels) as the o¤er for the former did not terminate upon its release through digital distribution channels, that is, at any given time, the consumers had the choice between buying the album through digital distribution channels and downloading it for free.
In this paper, we show that Radiohead's innovative pre-release strategy of In Rainbows bene…ted subsequent sales of their albums through digital distribution channels. The increase in Radiohead's digital album sales was mainly driven by the sales of In Rainbows, which suggests that the stimulation of sales by the extensive media attention has more than o¤set the (temporary) PYOP o¤er's cannibalization e¤ect. We also …nd that the o¤er did not have signi…cant net e¤ect on the subsequent sales of the CD albums, which implies that the market expansion and cannibalization e¤ects (if any) have o¤set each other. Since one should expect a smaller cannibalization e¤ect on the CD sales (due to smaller degree of substitution) than the digital sales, any positive impact on CD sales must also have been relatively small. This may suggest that the consumers in the CD market were less sensitive to information (PYOP o¤er) related to the digital platform.
It is important to note that, the net positive e¤ect of PYOP o¤er on commercial sales is only a su¢ cient condition (and not necessary) for the success of the PYOP operation in terms of overall album sales. One can imagine its net e¤ect to be negative, and yet be more than compensated by the direct revenues generated through the PYOP o¤er. Direct o¤ers from the artists to the consumer, such as the PYOP scheme used by Radiohead, eliminates the double marginalization, and can increase both producer and consumer surplus. It is not clear, however, if artists could solely rely on such schemes, due to the potential free-riding problem.
Our analysis on a (permanent) free-download o¤er adopted by Nine-Inch-Nails (NIN) shows that providing the digital album The Slip for free decreased the album sales through the digital distribution channels. As we report from both online and o-ine sources, The Slip' release with free download did not generate more attention than NIN's other album releases. This is probably because the free download o¤er was not perceived as innovative as the PYOP strategy. Furthermore, the permanent feature of the free download o¤er may also have aggravated the cannibalization of the digital album sales, and hence had an averse e¤ect on digital album sales.
In principle, and perhaps for less established artists, free (or almost free) digital download o¤ers of information goods may increase the sales of the artists'earlier products by providing the consumers with a sampling opportunity. In our study, however, we did not …nd any signi…cant backward spillovers generated by the releases of In Rainbows and The Slip. The presence of relatively abundant channels for sampling digital music might be limiting the value of such o¤ers as sampling devices for music. Figure A2 shows the number of articles published in the US that contain Radiohead, over the same period time (searched via Factiva.com). Note that the data for Figure A2 contain all the articles that mentioned Radiohead at least once, and they range from articles that were exclusively written on the band to ones that incidentally mentioned it. As it can be seen from the …gure, The albums that satisfy the selection criteria are marked with (*) in Table A2 . Appendix E: Di¤erence-in-di¤erences analysis
We compare the sales e¤ect of In Rainbows's PYOP release strategy to the sales e¤ect of a traditional release with the di¤erence-in-di¤erences (DID) method. For the DID estimation, we de…ne Radiohead's In Rainbows as the treatment group. The control group includes the albums of the artists that are similar to Radiohead. The treatment is the release of an album. Similar to our main analysis, we adopt a 39-week treatment window, beginning 13 weeks before the release of the new album and …nishing 25 weeks afterwards. We then estimate the following model,
where D i = 1 if the artist is Radiohead, and D i = 0 otherwise, and T it is a post-treatment period indicator variable (i.e., T it = 1 if at date t artist i has released an album in the last 25 weeks, and
T it = 0 otherwise). To capture only the di¤erences between the treatment (In Rainbows's PYOP release strategy) and the control group, we ignore the release of The King of Limbs for Radiohead when we build the T variable for the band.
Our coe¢ cient of interest is the coe¢ cient of interaction between D i and T it , that is, e . The dependent variable ln Sales ijt corresponds to the logarithm of either digital sales or CD sales of artist i, in DMA region j, and week t.
We ran equation (3) Notes: (1) The dependent variable is log-transformed; (2) Standard errors in parentheses, *** p < 0:01.
Appendix F: User and critic scores Figure A4 summarizes the various ratings of In Rainbows, King of Limbs, and all albums released by the control group artists. Along with the Metacritic Metascore, Metacritic User Score, Amazon and iTunes user scores, which are used in our selection of the control group, we report two additional ratings provided by Pitchfork and Rolling Stones. Note that iTunes does not provide a numerical score, but "star ratings" that range from 1 star to 5 stars. Figure A4 : Ratings of all albums
For each rating, all albums released by the control group artists, In Rainbows and King of Limbs are sorted on the basis of scores given by critics or users (from highest to lowest). The data point marked in black indicates In Rainbows's score and its rank among all albums, whereas the dark gray data point indicates the median album for each rating. When there are multiple albums rated with the same score as In Rainbows, all those albums are marked as black.
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